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SPECIAL CLAIMS.

>eing u y certiHed of the facts, accompanied by a Physician’s 
certrficate as to the health of the Missionary, are auLrized'to pay 
towards the cost of such supply an amount not exceeding the proper 
tion of a single unordained man’s salary, for the period during 

30 are necessary, within the current Conference year.

Sufplï IN case or Death._I„ ease of the death of a Missionary 
his family shall be privileged to remain on the Mission and receive’ 
the allowance for the rest of the year; and an amount for 
similar to that mentioned in the preceding regulation,
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Supply pending the Removal of a MiasioNARY.-In case a Mis
sionary is removed from a distant station, and it is found 
to supply hi-, new fiçld of labor until such time 
grant for such suoply may be made, similar in 
tioned in the preceding
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AFFLICTION.
bv^6 grantS are intended t0 HELP in cases where expenses incurred

In order to prevent unnecessary delay in the settlement of Special 
Claims, it is recommended that they be presented at the next District 
Meeting—Annual or Financial Ct
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